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Biomaterial direct-write technologies have been receiving more and more attention as
rapid prototyping innovations in the area of tissue engineering, regenerative medicine,
and biosensor/actuator fabrication based on computer-aided designs. However, cell dam-
age due to the mechanical impact during cell direct writing has been observed and is a
possible hurdle for broad applications of fragile cell direct writing. The objective of this
study is to investigate the impact-induced cell mechanical loading profile in cell landing
in terms of stress, acceleration, and maximum shear strain component during cell direct
writing using a mesh-free smooth particle hydrodynamic method. Such cell mechanical
loading profile information can be used to understand and predict possible impact-
induced cell damage. It is found that the cell membrane usually undergoes a relatively
severe deformation and the cell mechanical loading profile is dependent on the cell
droplet initial velocity and the substrate coating thickness. Two important impact pro-
cesses may occur during cell direct writing: the first impact between the cell droplet and
the substrate coating and the second impact between the cell and the substrate. It is
concluded that the impact-induced cell damage depends not only on the magnitudes of
stress, acceleration, and/or shear strain but also the loading history that a cell
experiences. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2896118�
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Introduction
Biomaterial direct-write technologies have been receiving more

nd more attention as rapid prototyping innovations in the area of
issue engineering, regenerative medicine, and biosensor/actuator
abrication based on computer-aided designs �CADs�. Direct-write
echnologies include any techniques or processes capable of de-
ositing, dispensing, or processing different types of materials
ver various surfaces. During a typical direct-write approach, pat-
erns or layered structures are built directly using a CAD design
ithout the use of masks, allowing rapid prototyping of three-
imensional constructs.

Among the available direct-write technologies, inkjet and laser-
ased technologies have been most pioneered to precisely position
oth nonviable and viable biological patterns and construct over
ifferent substrates. Successful inkjet printing endeavors include
. coli bacteria �1� and viable mammalian cells �2� deposition
sing a modified thermal inkjet printer. Laser-based technologies
ainly include the use of laser light to form living cell clusters

3�, matrix-assisted pulsed-laser evaporation direct write �MAPLE
W� to deposit two-dimensional �2D� �4� and three-dimensional

3D� �5� mammalian cellular structures, and absorbing film-
ssisted laser-induced forward transfer �6� to assist rat Schwann
nd astroglial cell deposition. Recently, the electrohydrodynamic
etting �EHDJ� method has been also successfully demonstrated to
rint viable cells �7�. Using a bottom-up approach, different
irect-write methods are envisioned to seed cells and biomol-
cules to mimic natural tissues, which would yield an enhanced
pproach for regenerative growth of tissue implants.

In order to commercially implement the different direct-write
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technologies in the healthcare industry, some biomanufacturing
issues need to be carefully addressed. Manufacturing process-
induced damage to cells, especially fragile mammalian cells, still
poses a significant challenge to achieve a perfect cell viability
postcell transfer. For example, cell damage may occur during the
cell ejection from supporting media �such as the printer orifice in
inkjet printing and the support quartz in MAPLE DW�, travel
through air, and subsequent impact/collision with the receiving
surface in landing, mainly due to the mechanical and thermal
effects during cell direct writing. It was found that the transferred
cell viability depends on the cell droplet ejection speed and the
thickness of substrate culture coating �typically hydrogel-based
and used for dual-purpose as cell culture medium and impact
cushion� in MAPLE DW, in which cell droplet was ejected from a
quartz carrier to a receiving substrate due to the pulsed-laser gen-
erated evaporation pressure �4�. High-speed imaging discovered
that the velocities of MAPLE DW-ejected material can range from
50 m /s to 1000 m /s �8�. The transferred cells sometimes die if
the impact between the cell and the receiving culture coating/
substrate during the cell landing leads to cell shear damage includ-
ing membrane rupture. By assuming the ejection-induced cell
damage is negligible, the receiving coating, if necessary, is typi-
cally selected based on a trial-and-error approach to avoid the
mechanical impact-induced damage. For safe and reproducible
cell direct writing, the impact-induced cell damage must be un-
derstood in addition to biological property research. It should be
pointed out that cell damage during the cell droplet formation and
ejection process is also of great concern �both thermomechanical
and/or photochemical damage� although it is not of interest in this
study.

The objective of this study is to study the cell-substrate hydro-
gel coating impact-induced mechanical effects in order to better
understand the cell mechanical damage during cell direct writing.

A previous study has been performed to understand such impact-
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nduced mechanical effects using an autoadaptive remeshing arbi-
rary Lagrangian–Eulerian finite element method �FEM� �9�; how-
ver, the mesh-based FEM has some difficulties in capturing
lement distortion due to the possible extremely large deformation
f hydrogel, which is typically used as the substrate coating ma-
erial. To solve the large element distortion challenge in modeling
f cell printing process, the smooth particle hydrodynamic �SPH�
ethod, which is mesh-free based, has been used in this study to
odel large deformations during the cell-hydrogel coating impact

rocess. A dynamics modeling software LS-DYNA �10�, incorpo-
ated with the SPH method, was used to model the cell impact
rocess of interest.

The paper is organized as follows. First, the SPH computational
rocedure is introduced. Hydrogel and cell material models are
lso discussed. Then, the representative simulation results are pre-
ented and further discussed to appreciate the mechanical effect of
rocess variables on the cell von Mises stress, vertical accelera-
ion, and maximum shear strain component. Finally, the important
onclusions from this study are summarized.

Computational Procedure

2.1 Process Governing Equations. The proposed problem is
ormulated for a generic cell printing process, which can be
nkjet-based, laser-assisted, or EHDJ based. The coating material
s assumed as a generic hydrogel �9�. Figure 1 depicts a classical
rint setup and landing process schematic using MAPLE DW.
nce a cell droplet, typically enclosed by a hydrogel, is ejected

rom a supporting medium with an initial velocity, it travels
hrough the air first. Eventually, the cell droplet reaches a receiv-
ng substrate, typically a glass slide coated with the hydrogel that
llows for cell adhesion and growth and cell impact reduction
uring landing. This study assumes the cell is uniformly enclosed
y the hydrogel to form a droplet, and the receiving substrate
oating is also hydrogel based.

During landing, cells undergo significant deceleration and im-
act�s� and survive a much higher external force than they are
apable of under steady state conditions. This landing process and
ts induced impact can be modeled using the mass, momentum,
nd energy conservation equations, respectively, as follows:

d�

dt
= − �

�v�

�x�

�1�

�
dv�

dt
=

����

�x�

�2�

�
dE

dt
= ���

�v�

�x�

�3�

here t denotes the time, x is the spatial coordinate, � is the
ensity, v� is the velocity component, ��� is the stress tensor
omponent, E is the specific internal energy, and the subscripts �
�=1,2 ,3� and � ��=1,2 ,3� are the component indices. The

Fig. 1 Schematic of laser-assisted direct writing
bove equations hold true for cells and both hydrogels of the
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droplet and the substrate coating. Besides boundary and initial
conditions, proper material models, which include equation of
state, constitutive model, and failure criteria, are also indispens-
able in solving Eqs. �1�–�3�. The equation of state is used to define
the corresponding functional relationship between pressure, den-
sity, and internal energy. The constitutive model defines the stress
dependence of related strain, stain rate, and temperature. In addi-
tion, a material model also generally includes a failure criterion to
determine whether the material fails and loses its ability to support
stress/strain.

2.2 SPH Method. SPH method is a Lagrangian formulation-
based computational method �where the coordinates move with
the object�, which was originally developed for astrophysics and
shock simulations �11,12�. After that, it has been applied to vari-
ous fields, such as hypervelocity deformation �13�, detonation
�14�, and fluid dynamics �15�, to name a few.

Using the SPH method, the whole computational domain is
divided into a set of discrete particles or nodes. These particles
have a spatial distance, known as the smoothing length, over
which their properties are smoothed by a kernel function. Differ-
ent from standard FEM methods, SPH approximates physical
quantities of each particle using a kernel function. Smoothing
length usually varies in both time and space, and the common
kernel functions include the Gaussian function and the cubic
spline function. Because it is Lagrangian in nature, SPH is limited
to refining based on the particle density alone.

The most attractive feature of this mesh-free SPH method is
that it gets rid of the computation termination due to the possible
large element distortion inherent in other Lagrangian formulation-
based finite element methods. It is expected that SPH can capture
the cell-hydrogel coating impact process better.

2.2.1 SPH Approximation. In SPH, the computational domain
is first discretized into a finite number of particles. The particle
approximation ��f�x��� of a function at any spatial coordinate x
�f�x�� can be represented as follows �15,16�:

�f�x�� =� f�x��W�x − x�,h�dx� �4�

where W is a kernel function, the angular bracket � � denotes a
kernel approximation, h is the smoothing length, which varies in
both time and space, x� is new independent variable, and “ �” here
and in the following denotes new independent variables.

By introducing a volume weight mj /� j for each particle, the
particle approximation of a function can now be defined by

�f�x�� = �
j=1

N
mj

� j f�xj�W�x − xj,h� �5�

where mj and � j are the mass and density associated with the jth
particle, respectively, and N is the number of particles. Thus, the
particle approximation for each particle i can be approximated by
summing the contributions of neighboring particles j as follows:

�f�xi�� = �
j=1

N
mj

� j f�xj�W�xi − xj,h� �6�

2.2.2 SPH Formulation. Equations for SPH numerical imple-
mentation are constructed by multiplying each term of the exact
governing equations �Eqs. �1�–�3�� by the kernel and integrating
over the domain where a solution is required. Using the kernel
interpolation, the basic SPH mass, momentum, and energy gov-
erning equations can be written as follows, respectively:

	 d�
 = − W��
�v�� dx� �7�
dt �
�x��
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	 dv�

dt

 =� W

�

�x��
�����

��
�dx� +� W

����

��2

���

�x��
dx� �8�

	 dE

dt

 =� W

����

��2

����v���
�x��

dx� −� W
���� v��

��2

���

�x��
dx� �9�

hen, the finial discrete forms of governing equations can be ex-
ressed as follows �16�:

d�i

dt
= �i�

j=1

N
mj

� j �v�
j − v�

i �
�Wij

�x�
i �10�

dv�
i

dt
= − �

j=1

N

mj����
i

�i2 +
���

j

� j2 � �Wij

�x�
i �11�

dEi

dt
= −

���
i

�i2 �
j=1

N

mj�v�
i − v�

j �
�Wij

�x�
i �12�

here Wij =W�xi−xj ,h�.
Simulation solutions are obtained by solving Eqs. �10�–�12�

n conjunction with material models and initial and boundary
onditions.

2.3 Material Models. The complete definition of a transient
onlinear dynamics problem requires the material models that de-
ne the relationships among the flow variables �pressure, mass
ensity, energy density, temperature, etc.�. These relations typi-
ally involve an equation of state, a constitutive equation, and a
ailure equation for each constituent material. In the present study,
he following two materials are utilized within the computational
omain: hydrogel �of either the droplet or the substrate coating�
nd cell. In the following sections, a brief description is given of
he models used for hydrogel and cell.

2.3.1 Hydrogel. Natural and synthetic hydrogels contain water
ithin a 3D network of polymer chains �17�. By their nature,
ydrogels are highly fluidlike solids, which are water swollen,
ross-linked, and hydrophilic polymers. Due to their biocompat-
bility and the ease of their synthesis, the gels have been exten-
ively used as cell culture and proposed for a wide range of bio-
edical applications �18,19�. The physical and biochemical

roperties of a particular hydrogel are highly dependent on its
ocal structure characteristics, constituents and chemical environ-

ent, etc. �20,21�. Hydrogel mechanical properties have been of
nterest for a long time �22,23�, and some hydrogel mechanical
roperty characterization studies have been reported �22–24�.
owever, a complete understanding of hydrogel mechanical prop-

rties is still lacking.
The equation of state of hydrogel is expected to provide a hy-

rodynamic material model by which the hydrogel volumetric
trength can be determined. The Mie–Grüneisen equation of state,
s shown in Eq. �13� �10�, provides the shock velocity-particle
elocity Hugoniot form and was used to define the equation of
tate of hydrogel:

P =

�0C2�1 + �1 −
�0

2
�� −

a

2
�2�

1 − �S1 − 1�� − S2

�2

� + 1
− S3

�3

�� + 1�2�
+ Ei��0 + a��

�13�

here P is the hydrogel pressure, C is the intercept of the Us
Up curve �sound velocity�, Us is the speed of a shock wave

hrough the material, Up is the speed of the shocked material, S1,
2, and S3 are the coefficients of the slope of the Us−Up curve, �0

s the Grüneisen gamma, Ei is the internal energy per initial vol-
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ume, a is the first order volume correction to �0, the compression
� is defined as �=� /�0-1, and � and �0 are the density and initial
density. The Mie–Grüneisen equation is typically determined
based on the material parameters C, S1, S2, S3, and �0 as specified
by LS-DYNA �10�. In this study, since water is the dominant com-
ponent of hydrogel, the parameters for water were used to define
the hydrogel equation of state to simplify the problem.

Null material model has been adopted by LS-DYNA to model the
fluidlike materials �10�. Since the hydrogel demonstrates fluidlike
behavior during large deformation, for simplicity, the null material
model provided by the LS-DYNA material library was used as the
hydrogel constitutive model. When using the null material model,
pressure and deviatoric stress are decoupled in the SPH simula-
tion. The pressure is determined by the equation of state as Eq.
�13�, and the deviatoric stress is calculated based on the strain rate
and viscosity as follows:

���
D = 2�h�̇��

D �14�

where ���
D is the deviatoric stress, �h is the hydrogel viscosity,

and �̇��
D is the deviatoric strain rate.

Hydrogel loses its mechanical loading bearing capacities under
certain stress/strain conditions. As a result, the cell droplet may
penetrate into the hydrogel coating during the subsequent pro-
cesses. Cutoff pressure is used to control the hydrogel failure by
allowing the hydrogel to numerically cavitate when the hydrogel
undergoes dilatation above a certain magnitude. The pressure in-
formation of the landing process can be determined using the
hydrogel equation of state.

2.3.2 Cell. During the cell printing process, the cells, which
are enclosed by the hydrogel, also undergo complexly dynamic
stress and strain variations. Due to the complexity of cell structure
and compositions, numerous constitutive models have been devel-
oped to characterize mechanical responses of living cells when
subjected to both transient and dynamic loads �25�. Generally, cell
models can be considered on two levels, macroscopic continuum
approaches and microscopic structural approaches. The continuum
approach aims to investigate the overall behavior of cells while
the microscopic structural approaches focus on the effect from the
local component deformation of cells.

The linearly elastic solid cell model was selected in this study
due to its simplicity and adequateness. The whole cell is assumed
as homogeneous without considering the distinct cortical layer.
The linearly elastic solid model is a simplification of the vis-
coelastic model when the time factor is neglected.

A linearly elastic material can be described as follows by de-
fining T��

D =T��+ p��� and ���
D =���− 1

3e��� �26�:

T��
D = 2G���

D and p = − Ke �15�

where T��
D are the deviatoric components of stress components

T��, ���
D are the deviatoric components of the strain components

���, G is the shear modulus, p is the cell mean normal pressure
�hydrostatic pressure�, e=�11+�22+�33 is the volume strain, ��� is
the Kronecker delta, and K is the bulk modulus.

An equation of state is not necessarily required for pressure
calculation when using an elastic constitutive model for cells as
specified by LS-DYNA. If the pressure information is of interest, the
pressure can be computed using the resultant stress tensor infor-
mation from the constitutive model.

Since the goal of this study is to study the companying cell
stress and strain distribution during the dynamic landing process,
the cell failure is not of interest here and the predicted stress and
strain values are not compared with the failure threshold values of
any cells. This study serves as a foundation for future cell

damage/failure modeling during cell direct writing.
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Simulation Setup and Results

3.1 Mesh-Free Model Setup. As the first step toward cell
amage modeling during cell direct writing, this study has only
onsidered the case that there was one cell inside a droplet and the
ell was in the middle of the droplet. Once the cell droplet left
rom the ejecting device, the cell droplet was assumed to impact
he hydrogel coating in a normal direction. The initial droplet
elocity was the impact velocity when the cell droplet first
eached the coating, and the positive velocity direction was de-
ned vertically downward, as shown in Fig. 2.
In a mesh-free method, the particle grid density is crucial for

omputation implementation. Uniform grid distribution was used
n this study. The hydrogel coating bottom was supported by a
igid substrate and modeled as a rigid boundary condition, and the
igid wall model in LS-DYNA was used to model the rigid impact
etween the particle flow and the rigid substrate body. The rigid
all model was applied to other coating surrounding boundaries

n order to limit the particles to flow through since the coating size
long the X and Y dimensions �both 100 �m� was considered
nfinite than that of the cell droplet in this study, and there was
egligible differences in simulations when even larger XY dimen-
ions were tested. The coating surface was modeled as a free
urface. To reduce the computational cost, a symmetrical plane
as used so that a half model was applicable �Fig. 2�.
The schematic of the grids implemented is shown in Fig. 2. In

otal, 20,692 particles are used, in which 456 for the cell, 1486 for
he droplet hydrogel, and 18,750 for the hydrogel coating, respec-
ively. The particle numbers were selected based on a modeling
ccuracy sensitivity study. The smoothing length was selected
rom 0.8 to 1.0. The hydrogel droplet diameter was assumed
8 �m, and the cell diameter 6 �m �27�. Figure 3 shows the
ositions of selected particles, which are of interest in the follow-
ng discussion.

As discussed, the null material model was implemented as the
ydrogel constitutive model to model the fluidlike material behav-

(a)

Fig. 2 Illustration of SPH co

(a)
Fig. 3 Distribution of the selected partic
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ior of hydrogel. The equation of state parameters of water were
adopted for hydrogel as C=1500 m /s, S1=2.56, S2=−1.986, S3
=0.2286, and �0=0.5 �28,29�. The hydrogel initial density was
taken as 1000 kg /m3 and viscosity as 12 cP �20�. The failure cut-
off pressure of hydrogel was set as 25 kPa �9�. The density of cell
was also assumed 1000 kg /m3, Young’s modulus 1.79 MPa �27�,
and Poisson’s ratio 0.475 for simplicity �9�.

3.2 Representative Simulation Results

3.2.1 Evolution of a Landing Process. Some representative
simulation results of landing are presented when a 50 m /s �V0�
cell droplet hit a rigid substrate coated with a 30 �m thick hydro-
gel. Figure 4 shows the evolution of the whole landing process. It
can be seen that there were two different impacts during the whole
process under the specified conditions. The first impact was be-
tween the cell droplet and the hydrogel coating, and the second
impact was between the cell and the rigid substrate after the cell
passed through the coating after the first impact.

As the landing process went on, the hydrogel-enclosed cell
droplet gradually merged into the substrate coating. Before the
cell immersed into the coating �Figs. 4�a� and 4�b��, it was the
outside hydrogel enclosure that was mainly subjected to the
impact-induced stress. It shows that the outside hydrogel enclo-
sure of the cell played an important role in alleviating the impact-
induced stress to the cell by absorbing the strain energy. Around
0.1600 �s later, the impact between the cell and the hydrogel
coating occurred. After the cell immersed into the coating �Figs.
4�c� and 4�d��, the outside hydrogel enclosure and the coating
bore relatively lower stresses although the cell experienced higher
stresses.

3.2.2 Von Mises Stress and Shear Strain. To study the von
Mises stress and shear strain information during the landing pro-
cess, three particles, the top particle 19,139, the inner particle
19,144 �one of the four center particles�, and the bottom particle

b)

utational modeling domain

b)
(

mp
(

les in the cell and its 3D visualization
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9,150, were selected as the representative positions to better un-
erstand the overall cell responses during the landing process. The
imulation was performed under the condition of coating
hickness=30 �m and V0=50 m /s.

The particle von Mises stress responses are shown in Fig. 5. It
an be seen from the stress profiles that there were two different
mpacts during the whole process under the specified conditions.
he first impact happened at the computation starting time, and

he second impact happened around 2.2 �s. The von Mises stress
evel was comparable with that of a previous study using the
rbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian FEM �9�, and both were at the or-
er of 105 Pa. During the whole process, the peripheral particles
9,139 �top� and 19,150 �bottom� were subjected to a higher stress
evel than that of the inner particle 19,144, which indicates that
he cell membrane had a higher impact-induced mechanical stress
uring cell direct writing. Also, the bottom particle 19,150 under-
ent a higher stress than that of the top particle 19,139. Figure 5

lso shows that the second impact had a negligible effect to the

(a)

(c)

Fig. 4 Landing process at „a… 5.9322 ns, „b

ig. 5 Particle von Mises stress information „coating

hickness=30 �m and V0=50 m/s…
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particles 19,139 �top� and 19,144 �inner�; however, the bottom
particle 19,150 had an even higher stresses during the second
impact than that during the first impact �1.03 MPa versus
0.96 MPa�, which means that it is of importance to study the
stress information of the bottom particles during both impacts.

In this simulation, the bottom particle 19,150 experienced the
first impact-induced stress peak at 0.2 �s and the second peak
around 2.6 �s. It is found that the bottom peripheral particles
were easy to have a second impact, followed by the top peripheral
particles, and then the inner particles.

Figure 6 shows the maximum shear strain information of the
three particles of interest. The maximum shear strain component
was found along the YZ direction ��YZ�, as shown in Fig. 4�a�. It
can be seen that the peripheral particles �19,139 and 19,150� had a
larger shear deformation, which indicates a good chance of cell
membrane to be ruptured during the impact process if the shear
strain is the cell failure criterion.

3.2.3 Velocity and Acceleration. The same particles 19,139

b)

d)

.1359 �s, „c… 0.2725 �s, and „d… 2.4865 �s

Fig. 6 Particle maximum shear strain component information
(

(

„coating thickness=30 �m and V0=50 m/s…
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top�, 19,144 �inner�, and 19,150 �bottom� were selected to study
heir velocity and acceleration responses during the landing pro-
ess �coating thickness=30 �m and V0=50 m /s�. All velocity and
cceleration information here was about their vertical components
long the Z direction since the velocity and acceleration at the
ther directions were relatively small as observed.

Figure 7 shows the velocity history of the three particles until
hey settled down on the rigid substrate. After the first impact, the
ottom particle �19,150� first experienced a velocity decrease, fol-
owed by the inner and top particles �19,144 and 19,139�. The
elocity decrease observed from Fig. 7 was oscillatory because of
he material models used �the elasticity of cell and the fluid-type
roperty of hydrogel�. It can be seen that the velocity differences
t the different positions were relatively larger at the beginning of
he landing process, and then the difference smoothed out. The
econd impact caused an additional velocity oscillation around
.2 �s, especially to the bottom particle �19,150�, which can be
urther seen from the acceleration profile in Fig. 8. Finally, all
articles were still at the end of the landing process.

As seen from Fig. 8, the particle decelerated as high as
08–109 m /s2 during cell direct writing, which is consistent with

ig. 7 Particle vertical velocity information „coating
hickness=30 �m and V0=50 m/s…

ig. 8 Particle vertical acceleration information „coating

hickness=30 �m and V0=50 m/s…
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a previous FEM study �9� and comparable with other simple esti-
mations �at the order of 107 m /s2� �4�. Generally, the absolute
acceleration magnitude became smaller and smaller and eventu-
ally approached zero in an oscillation manner. Absolute magni-
tudes of acceleration depend on the material properties of the
hydrogel and the cell, coating thickness, and droplet initial veloc-
ity. As discussed before, the bottom particle 19,150 experienced
another negative peak of acceleration �deceleration� due to the
second impact, which indicates that the bottom particles are easily
subjected to the second impact than particles at other positions.

Two conclusions can be drawn based on the above velocity and
acceleration simulation. First, relatively larger oscillations of ve-
locity and acceleration are expected at the beginning of the first
impact, and the velocity and acceleration differences between dif-
ferent particles smooth out as the landing process goes on. Sec-
ond, the bottom peripheral cell membrane experiences a higher
impact effect than other locations.

3.3 Effect of Process Variables and Discussion. If cell dam-
age during cell direct writing is of interest, the effect of typical
process variables, such as the droplet initial velocity and the coat-
ing thickness, needs to be carefully studied. For example, the
receiving coating, if necessary, has been typically selected based
on a trial-and-error approach to avoid mechanical stress-induced
damage/necrosis. In this section, the effect of droplet initial veloc-
ity and coating thickness on cell stress, acceleration, and shear
strain component is investigated and further discussed. Since the
bottom particle 19,150 usually underwent relatively severe me-
chanical loadings compared with particles at other positions as
discussed in the above section, it was selected as the representa-
tive particle/cell membrane position to be studied.

3.3.1 Effect of Initial Velocity. To study the effect of droplet
initial velocity, some typical speed values such as 50 m /s,
100 m /s, and 300 m /s were selected. Figure 9 presents the com-
parisons of von Mises stress, vertical acceleration, and maximum
shear strain component of the bottom particle 19,150 under the
three different initial velocities. As expected, the absolute magni-
tudes of effective stress, vertical acceleration, and maximum shear
strain showed a close relationship with the initial velocity. A
higher initial velocity led to a higher stress level, larger accelera-
tion, and larger maximum shear strain component. If mechanical
damage is of concern, lowering the magnitude of cell droplet
ejecting velocity can effectively reduce the mechanical impact on
cells, protecting cells from the mechanically induced damage.
Therefore, it is important to control the initial velocity within a
certain range so that the excessive stress level, large acceleration,
and/or large shear strain can be avoided.

3.3.2 Effect of Coating Thickness. To fully understand the ef-
fect of coating thickness, some typical coating thickness values
such as 0 �m �uncoated�, 20 �m, and 40 �m were selected for
simulation. Figure 10 presents the comparisons of von Mises
stress, vertical acceleration, and maximum shear strain component
of the bottom particle 19,150 using the different coating
thicknesses.

As expected, the cells experienced significantly higher von
Mises stress, vertical acceleration, and maximum shear strain us-
ing the uncoated substrate �thickness=0 �m� than those using the
coated substrates. Even a thin coating such as a 20 �m thick
hydrogel coating helped to reduce the possible mechanical dam-
age by several times. It is seen that the maximum von Mises stress
using the uncoated substrate was reduced from 3 MPa to be
around 1 MPa using a 20 �m or 40 �m thick coating. Similar
protective effect of a coating can also be observed in terms of the
vertical acceleration and maximum shear strain component, as
seen from Fig. 10. Generally, the mechanical damage to cell can
be evaluated based on the criteria of von Mises stress, accelera-
tion, and/or shear strain. Whichever the criterion is to be used, the

cell mechanical damage can be reduced and the cell viability can
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e improved using a proper coating, as reviewed from Fig. 10.
The protective effect of coating has been also experimentally

erified during laser printing of pluripotent embryonal carcinoma
ells �4�. Based on that study, 5% cell viability after printing was
chieved using an uncoated quartz receiving substrate; however,
oughly 50% of the cells transferred onto a thinner hydrogel coat-
ng �20 �m� appeared to remain viable post-transfer, whereas vi-
bility reached 95% for cells transferred onto a thicker coating
40 �m�. However, by reviewing Fig. 10, it is found that there
ere no pronounced differences between the maximum von Mises

tresses or the maximum shear strain components when using the
0 �m or 40 �m thick coating. If the cell viability is just evalu-
ted based on the maximum von Mises stress or the maximum
hear strain component, it is difficult to explain why the 40 �m
oating helped achieve almost a doubled cell viability compared
ith that using the 20 �m coating. The reason that the cell viabil-

ty was lower using the 20 �m coating is attributed to the second
mpact between the cell and the rigid substrate around 1.7 �s
hile there was no pronounced second impact using the 40 �m

oating.

3.3.3 Discussion. To further appreciate the effect of droplet
nitial velocity and coating thickness on maximum von Mises
tress and shear strain component during impact, a comparison
tudy has been performed for the bottom particle 19,150 under the

(a)

(c)

Fig. 9 von Mises stress, vertical acceleration, and maximu
19,150 at different velocities „coating thickness=30 �m…
ifferent combinations of velocity and coating thickness, and the
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results are shown in Table 1.
Generally, cell mechanical damage mechanisms can be mito-

chondria swelling, cell membrane rupture, endoplasmic reticulum
dilation, and vacuole formation, which make cells die during cell
direct writing. Regarding the maximum von Mises stress, the fol-
lowing can be found from Table 1.

1. While there was no pronounced difference when using a
20 �m or 40 �m thick coating, there was a three times dif-
ference between the coated and uncoated cases during the
first impact under the investigated velocities.

2. If a thin coating did not provide enough damping during the
interaction between the cell droplet and the coating, the sec-
ond impact might cause an even higher effective stress to the
cell especially as seen from the scenario using a 100 m /s
velocity and 20 �m coating since the second impact was
between the cell and the rigid substrate. Even the cell veloc-
ity was lower during the second impact as seen from Fig. 7,
and the impact between the cell and the rigid substrate might
lead to a higher impact force as a result of the combined
effect of velocity and nature of the second impact �the im-
pact with a rigid surface�.

3. Although the stress levels were comparable during the first
impact for both coated cases, the mechanical damage to cells
might be different depending on the following second im-

b)

shear strain component information of the bottom particle
(

m

pact. As discussed in the previous section, when a 20 �m or
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40 �m thick coating was used, the first impact-induced
stress was found comparable as 0.92 MPa versus 0.86 MPa
and 1.90 MPa versus 1.95 MPa; however, the cell viability
was 50% versus 95%. It indicates that the stress profile after
the first impact and/or the second impact-induced stress peak
should also be included to determine the cell post-transfer
viability. It is known that the cellular response to mechanical
injuries is adaptive to restore a normal homeostasis and pro-
tect the cell from progressive damage �30,31�. Cell injury by
mechanical trauma is closely related to the mechanical load-

(a)

(c)

Fig. 10 von Mises stress, vertical acceleration, and maxim
19,150 at different thicknesses „initial velocity=50 m/s…

Table 1 Maximum von Mises stress and she
of the bottom particle 19,150 „NA: not applica

Velocity
�m/s�

Coating
thickness

��m�

Maximum von M
�MPa�

During first
impact

D

50 0 3.05
20 0.92
40 0.86

100 0 6.04
20 1.90
40 1.95
21012-8 / Vol. 130, APRIL 2008
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ing method since the cellular response varies according to
the method used to induce the mechanical injury �32�. It is
assumed that the second impact-induced stress peak may
happen before a cell has time to restore homeostasis, which
leads to a lower cell post-transfer viability during cell direct
writing. The loading history experienced by cells is also
critical in determining cell damage. It should be pointed out
that the simulation results should adequately represent a
general cell droplet landing process for us to draw the above
conclusion although the material properties of cell and hy-

b)

shear strain component information of the bottom particle

train component information during impacts
…

s stress Maximum shear strain
component ��YZ�

ng second
mpact

During first
impact

During second
impact

NA 0.8225 NA
0.94 0.2884 0.2067
NA 0.2771 NA
NA 0.8401 NA
2.72 0.5214 0.3886
1.30 0.5181 0.2646
(

um
ar s
ble

ise

uri
i
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drogel are not exactly the same as in Ref. �4�.
4. Typically, cells such as yeast cells fail mechanically around

70	4 MPa �33�, which is one order higher than those pre-
dicted in this study. It looks like that fragile mammalian
cells die at much lower stress levels during cell direct writ-
ing as seen from Table 1. There are two possible reasons for
this discrepancy: the pluripotent embryonal carcinoma cell
�4� is fragile while the yeast cell is relatively tough; the
dynamic mechanical loading makes cells difficult to restore
their normal homeostasis �30–32� as discussed before.

Similar magnitude observations/tendencies of the maximum
hear strain component have been found while comparing with
hose of the von Mises stress except that the maximum shear
train component of the second impact �if have� was always
maller than that of the first impact. It should be noted that since
he cell failure is not considered here and the predicted stress and
train values were not compared with any failure criteria, some
nrealistic shear strains were predicted such as 0.8225 and 0.8401
or the uncoated cases. It is expected that more realistic strain
alues can be predicted if a cell failure criterion for a certain type
ell is implemented in future studies.

It should be pointed out that this simple elastic model is not
dequate to study the mechanical response of the different com-
onents of the cell. The assumption that the cell is homogenous
nd behaves in a linear elastic manner ignores a number of poten-
ial important features of real cells. Since the general stress and
train information is of interest, this elastic model is sufficient for
his preliminary study. A more realistic inhomogeneous, nonlinear
ell constitutive model should be considered for landing modeling
nd cell damage and failure modeling.

In summary, it is assumed that the impact-induced cell damage
epends not only on the magnitudes of stress, acceleration, and/or
hear strain but also the loading history that a cell experiences. In
act, the collective cell momentum change over the whole impact
uration instead of peak values of stress, acceleration, and/or
train looks critical in determining the cell viability during cell
irect writing. This loading history-based damage prediction ap-
roach should be further carefully addressed in future investiga-
ions. It should be noted that once the coating thickness reaches a
ertain value, there is no extra benefit for mechanical damage-
nduced cell viability improvement. This critical thickness value
epends on the cell droplet initial velocity and the material prop-
rties of the cell and the hydrogel.

Conclusions
The impact between the cell droplet and the substrate coating

nd the impact between the cell and the substrate have been care-
ully studied using a mesh-free SPH method in this study. The
ffects of cell droplet velocity and coating thickness on the cell
tress, acceleration, and shear strain during landing have been
arefully investigated and discussed. Some conclusions can be
rawn as follows.

1. The cell peripheral regions, especially the bottom peripheral
region, usually experience a higher stress level than that of
the inner regions. It indicates that the cell membrane is easy
to be adversely affected by the impact-induced mechanical
damage during cell direct writing.

2. The cell mechanical loading profile and the cell post-transfer
viability depend on the cell droplet initial velocity and the
substrate coating thickness. Generally, a larger initial veloc-
ity poses a higher probability of cell damage, and a substrate
coating can significantly reduce the cell mechanical damage
severity.

3. Two important impact processes may occur during the cell
droplet landing process after ejection: the first impact be-
tween the cell droplet and the substrate coating and the sec-

ond impact between the cell and the substrate. It is assumed

ournal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering
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that the impact-induced cell damage depends not only on the
magnitudes of stress, acceleration, and/or shear strain but
also the cell loading history. In fact, the collective cell mo-
mentum change over the whole impact duration instead of
peak values of stress, acceleration, and/or strain looks criti-
cal in determining the cell viability during cell direct writ-
ing.

4. For better understanding of cell damage during direct writ-
ing, future studies should apply realistic cell and hydrogel
constitutive models, consider the mechanical damage during
the cell droplet formation process �ejection�, and include the
possible process-induced thermal damage. Also, how to
quantify the cell damage degree should be carefully ad-
dressed, validated, and interpreted.
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